
KUFUNDA Jun-Jul
This update has to be in the name of the Kufunda  
Leadership programme (or the Communiversity 
Programme as the participants have taken to call it!). 
We kicked off in late June with what is surely our strongest 
cohort to date. A diverse group of younger leaders from 
from rural to urban Zimbabwe have gathered for six 
months of learning around sustainable community. Many 
of them are themselves already working with youth in their 
communities and so we can feel how what they learn is 
readily being integrated and stretched into very tangible 
future dreams. This is our fourth programme of this kind 
and we can feel how the learning and adaptation from the 
earlier programmes is paying off.
The programme is happening with strong contributions 
and collaboration of Kufunda’s friends and partners from 
Zimbabwe and beyond, making for a rich pot of learning. 
 

July also saw the visit of environmental activist, Vandana 
Shiva to Zimbabwe. Kufunda together with two of our 
community farmers joined in the talks and activities 
around her visit. She deeply inspired the village around 
our own choices towards working with traditional seeds 
and creating seed banks, and helped us see how much 
more is possible, and necessary. 
In July we joyously welcomed back Irvine Muzuva from 
his year in Jarna, Sweden as part of the Youth Initiative 
Programme. He came back as a young man who has 
grown so much. He has stepped in as an apprentice 
facilitator of our Communiversity Programme 
Photos Clock wise from Top Left Zvipo showing her 
collage of her intentions for the programme; Keith showing 
Elinah how to play guitar, Irvine and drum in Jarna, Admire 
all smiles during a session; Damaris Matthijsen from 
Economy Transformers during a session she ran for us; 
Arthur and Colin creating video footage; recycled bag from 
the up-cycling session. More Programme Photos Here.
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